Installation of jpt.jar Version 2.3.2

If you are using the Metrowerks integrated development environment on a Windows machine, then the Java library jpt.jar should be placed in the folder

C:\Program Files\Metrowerks\CodeWarrior\Java_Support\Libraries

If you are using Metrowerks on a Macintosh or Unix system, then put jpt.jar in the corresponding directory on that system.

For eclipse on Windows, jpt.jar is placed in the following folder:

C:\eclipse\plugins\edu.neu.ccs

The folder edu.neu.ccs must be created.

If you are using another development environment, then put jpt.jar in the CLASSPATH or in whatever location that environment uses to find its Java libraries.

The Java Power Tools library jpt.jar has been tested in a number of Java development environments and has worked in all environments attempted.

The jpt.jar library, version 2.3.2, was compiled using Java 1.4.1_07 (primarily because there is glitch in Metrowerks that prevents Java 1.4.2 from running). The jpt.jar was tested with eclipse using the beta version of Java 1.5.
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